
On a separate piece of paper, draw a picture to go with what is happening in the last 2 sentences.

Find the Missing Word
This week, we are looking at spelling the phoneme /k/ with ‘k’ before e, i and y. Can you 
choose the missing word to finish these sentences?

Look at the  lambs skipping in the field.

In Scotland, men wear a type of skirt called a .

Your body is covered in .

My granny lives in .

We do drawing in our  book.

Boil the  to make a cup of tea.

The next two sentences have two words missing.

The  put his royal football  
in the washing machine because it was very muddy.

Hanging on the monkey bars is a  to work on, but it can 
be .

Spelling | Year 1 | Term 2B | Week 1

Challenge Task

sketch skin frisky

kilt Kent kettle

kit skill

risky king



On a separate piece of paper, draw a picture to go with what is happening in the last 2 sentences.

Find the Missing Word Answers
This week, we are looking at spelling the phoneme /k/ with ‘k’ before e, i and y. Can you 
choose the missing word to finish these sentences?

Look at the                                                                       lambs skipping in the field.

In Scotland, men wear a type of skirt called a                                                                      .

Your body is covered in                                                                      .

My granny lives in                                                                      .

We do drawing in our                                                                       book.

Boil the                                                                       to make a cup of tea.

The next two sentences have two words missing.

The                                                                        put his royal football                                                                        
in the washing machine because it was very muddy.

Hanging on the monkey bars is a                                                                       to work on, but it can 
be                                                                      .

Spelling | Year 1 | Term 2B | Week 1

Challenge Task

sketch skin frisky

kilt Kent kettle

kit skill

risky king

frisky

kilt

skin

Kent

sketch

kettle

king kit

skill
risky


